
	

	

 
 
Dear guest, 
 
Welcome to the Vault Hotel, as our reception no longer works, we have prepared a 
short instruction how to access your room.  
 
ROOM KEY CARD 

 
Room key card is accessible with four-digit code 
(i.e. send to you via SMS, EMAIL or BOOKING 
message) selected at the KEYCARD SAFE 
DEPOSIT BOX keypad. The illuminated 
KEYCARD SAFE DEPOSIT BOX is mounted at 
the wall on the left side of the drive way 
entrance (i.e. marked on the map) 
 

 

MAIN ENTRANCE  
 

The hotel main entrance is located at the 
backside of the building (i.e. marked on the 
map). The main entrance doors can be 
unlocked with the same KEYCARD, that opens 
the hotel room door. Please slowly slide the key 
card over the SALTO LOCK CILINDER to 
trigger GREEN LIGHT. After triggering the 
GREEN LIGHT turn the SALTO LOCK 
CILINDER ANTI-CLOCK VISE (i.e. to the left) 
to unlock the hotel main door.  

 
 
MAIN DOOR, SUITE 1 
AND SUITE 6 
GROUND FLOOR 
ACCESS 

 
Rooms are located on the 
ground, first and second floor. 
Suite 1 and Suite 6 are 
accessible directly from the hotel 
property. The Suite 1 and Suite 6 
entrance doors can be unlocked 
with the same KEYCARD, that 
opens the hotel room door. 
Please slowly slide the key card 
over the SALTO LOCK 
CILINDER to trigger GREEN 
LIGHT. After triggering the 
GREEN LIGHT turn the SALTO 
LOCK CILINDER ANTI-CLOCK 
VISE (i.e. to the left) to unlock the 
Suite 1 and Suite 6 doors.  

  
 
MAIN DOOR, SUITE 1 
AND SUITE 6 

 

 
 
OPENING OUTSIDE 
DOOR 

 



	

	

 
SUITES AND ROOM ACCESS 

 
After entering the MAIN DOOR, rooms and suites 
are located as follows:  
 

Ø Ground floor: Double 1 
Ø First floor: Double 2, Double 3, Suite 3 and 

Suite 4 
Ø Second floor: Suite 7, Duplex Double, 

Duplex Suite and Suite 5 
 

You access your room by sliding the KEYCARD on 
the SALTO door lock like shown on the picture 
below. 
 

 

 
        

 
 


